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Abstract: 

The advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) rise as promising solutions to overcome the 

inability of present WWTPs to remove CECs. These technologies are based on the 

generation of multiple oxidative radicals, that can efficiently react with a large variety of 

chemical and biological contaminants. Photocatalysis is one of those processes, based upon 

the use of catalysts activated through photon irradiation, initiating a chain of reactions that 

lead to further mineralization of pollutants. Oxidant species can also be added to the 

reactions, such as ozone, that can greatly boost the processes results, acting as an efficient 

electron acceptor of the electron produced by catalyst photoactivation, and still possessing 

a high oxidative potential.  

These catalytic materials still face some drawbacks that prevent their full-scale application, 

such as low specific surface areas and, more importantly, low activity under visible light 

irradiation, which limit their activation through solar light and increase their implementation 

cost. Thus, there is an incentive among researchers to develop and investigate 
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photocatalysts that present a more extended light absorption. As very resilient ii materials, 

multiple combinations and adaptations are also possible, based on the introduction of 

foreign atoms and structures that can enhance their properties.  

In this context, this study intends to examine the application of photocatalysis and its 

combination with ozone in the elimination of chemical and biological contaminants of 

emerging concern, reference and alternative examples of catalytic materials currently being 

applied, TiO2, g-C3N4 and WO3, and different modifications regarding catalysts doping and 

composites that can be employed to improve these materials and obtain a more feasible 

treatment alternative. 
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